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We describe a geometric phase that arises when two elliptical vortex patches co-
rotate. Using the Hamiltonian moment model of Melander, Zabusky, and Styczek
@J. Fluid Mech.167, 95–115~1986!# we consider two corotating uniform elliptical
patches evolving according to the second order truncated equations of the model.
The phase is computed in the adiabatic setting of a slowly varying Hamiltonian as
in the work of Hannay@J. Phys. A18, 221–230~1985!# and Berry@Proc. R. Soc.
London, Ser. A392, 45–57~1984!#. We also discuss the geometry of the symplec-
tic phase space of the model in the context of nonadiabatic phases. The adiabatic
phase appears in the orientation angle of each patch—it is similiar in form and is
calculated using a multiscale perturbation procedure as in the point vortex configu-
ration of Newton@Physica D79, 416–423~1994!# and Shashikanth and Newton@J.
Nonlinear Sci.8, 183–214~1998!#, however, an extra factor due to the internal
stucture of the patch is present. The final result depends on the initial orientation of
the patches unlike the phases in the works of Hannay and Berry@J. Phys. A18,
221–230~1985!#; @Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A392, 45–57 ~1984!#. We then
show that the adiabatic phase can be interpreted as the holonomy of a connection
on the trivial principal fiber bundlep:T23S1→S1, whereT2 is identified with the
product of the momentum level sets of two Kirchhoff vortex patches andS1 is
diffeomorphic to the momentum level set of two point vortex motion. This two
point vortex motion is the motion that the patch centroids approach in the adiabatic
limit. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~00!01312-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

A vortex patch is a desingularization of a point vortex in which the vorticity is a boun
function over a finite, nonzero areaA of the plane. It can thus be viewed as the perpendic
section of an infinitely long rectilinear vortex tube of areaA whose vorticity distribution is
invariant along the length of the tube. The induced velocity field is given by integrating
contribution due to each infinitesimal vorticity element over the area of the patch. For a patc
vorticity distributionv(x,y), the stream function is given by

c~x,y!52
1

4p E
A
v~x8,y8!log@~x2x8!21~y2y8!2#dA8. ~1!

The velocity components (u,v) at a point (x,y) are related to the stream function in the usu
fashionu5]c/]y andv52]c/]x.

A patch is uniform if v(x,y)5constant. A simple example of an isolated uniform vort
patch, which is the basis for the model we consider, is the Kirchhoff elliptical vortex.1 Here the

a!Electronic mail: shashika@cds.caltech.edu
b!Electronic mail: newton@spock.usc.edu
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uniform vorticity is distributed over an elliptical region with aspect ratiol5a/b ~a major axis,b
minor axis!. The patch rotates about the center of the ellipse with constant angular velocity
by

Q5
vl

~11l!2 5
Gl

A~11l!2 , ~2!

whereG5vA is the patch strength. As shown in Lamb~section 159! a fluid particle on the patch
moves in a circular orbit withtwice this frequency. Deem and Zabusky2 have conjectured, base
on numerical computations, that the Kirchhoff vortex is a member (m52) of a class of rotating
patches~constant frequency! with m-fold symmetry. Overman and Zabusky3,4 have computed
interactions of suchm-fold ‘‘states.’’ Kida5 showed that an elliptical vortex in a uniform she
flow maintains its elliptical shape. Nonlinear stability results for vortex patches can be fo
among others, in Wan and Pulverenti,6 Wan,7 and Constantin and Titi.8

For a system ofN disjoint patches, the velocity field is obtained by linearly superposing
velocity field due to each patch. A system ofN interacting patches is in general far more co
plicated than a system ofN interacting point vortices due to the internal structure associated
each patch. There is a large body of numerical work documenting various complex pro
associated with vortex patches, such as merger and filamentation. A good overview of wor
on patches can be found in Chap. 9 of Saffman.9

It is well-known ~see Refs. 10–13, and references therein! that the Euler equations, for whic
N patch systems are solutions, posses a noncanonical Hamiltonian structure. The real
Hamiltonian is a functional of the vorticity fieldv of the domain. The dynamics of the vorticit
field can be expressed in the form,

dF

dt
5$F,H%,

whereF is any functional ofv, and$ % are appropriately defined Poisson brackets. This repre
tation is equivalent to the dynamics represented by the Euler equations in the vorticity-st
function form.

Finite-dimensional Hamiltonian models forN patch systems can be obtained using the m
ment model of Melander, Zabusky, and Styczek14,15~henceforth referred to as the MZS model!. In
this paper we consider the evolution of two well-separated vortex patches in the plane as de
by the MZS model. The problem we address is the calculation of a geometric phase in the
order truncated system of equations obtained from the model. Geometric phases, though
been known in other forms for more than a century, attracted serious attention with the w
Berry16 ~‘‘Berry’s phase’’! and Hannay17 ~‘‘Hannay’s angle’’! in the context of adiabatic evolu
tions of quantum and classical parameter-dependent Hamiltonians, respectively. The form
ferential geometric interpretation of ‘‘Berry’s phase’’ was first given by Simon.18 Later, Marsden,
Montgomery, and Ratiu19 ~see also Montgomery20 and an introduction in Marsden and Ratiu21!
developed further the geometric theory in both adiabatic and nonadiabatic settings. We re
reader to the references and discussion in Shashikanth and Newton22,23 and Newton24 for back-
ground as well as discussions of its relevance in the context of point vortex theory.

We show in this paper that geometric phases appear in the vortex patch motion mode
the second order MZS system for two corotating~i.e., like-signed! patches. The second order MZ
system models the patches as ellipses of varying eccentricities and nonuniform rates of r
about their centroids which move approximately as point vortices. In other words the patch
be viewed as Kirchhoff ellipses with moving centroids and time-varying aspect ratios and an
velocities. The geometry of the symplectic phase space of the model is discussed first an
general calculations of the momentum map and the coadjoint isotropy subgroups are pre
We do not attempt to compute connections and phases on the Marsden–Weinstein bundle
paper but we do make some general remarks in this context. Geometric phases are then ca
4 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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explicitly in an adiabatic setting defined as in the point vortex configurations considered i
work of Newton25 and Shashikanth and Newton.22,23,26The two length scales in the problem, du
to the interpatch separation and the patch size, define two corresponding time scales whi
resent the ‘‘slow’’ point-vortex-like motion of the centroids and the ‘‘fast’’ rotation rates of
Kirchhoff-ellipse-like patches, respectively. The question we address is: what is the change
orientation angle of each patch at the end of one appropriately defined time period of the ce
motion? More specifically, can this angle change be expressed as the sum of a ‘‘dynamic
and a ‘‘geometric’’ part? We show by a standard multiscale perturbation solution technique27 that
this splitting is possible and interpret the ‘‘geometric’’ part as being a geometric phase aris
the holonomy of a connection defined on an appropriately defined fiber bundle. We also ca
phases in a four-point vortex configuration analogous to the patch problem where each p
replaced by a like-signed point vortex pair of the same total strength as the patch.

The outline of the paper is as follows: in Sec. II we describe the MZS model forN patches and
its Hamiltonian structure. We show that, as in the planarN point vortex problem, the momentum
map for the SE(2) action is equivariant iff the sum of the patch strengths is zero. The iso
subgroups for the coadjoint action in each case~equivariant and nonequivariant! are calculated,
and we conclude by making some general remarks on connections and phases. In Sec
describe the adiabatic setting and give details of the multiscale asymptotic procedure f
calculation of the phase and the results. For comparision, we also present the results of a
batic phase calculation for a four point vortex problem analogous to the patch problem
section concludes with the formal geometric interpretation of the adiabatic phase.

II. HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE OF THE MZS MODEL AND NONADIABATIC PHASES

Melander, Zabusky, and Styczek14,15 derived a system of equations~henceforth referred to a
the MZS model! valid for N uniform vortex patches as long as they satisfy the following:

~1! The maximum diameter of any patch is much smaller than the minimum distance betwee
two patch centroids;

~2! The centroid of any patch is within the patch itself.

The logarithmic integrands in the stream function are expanded in an infinite series abo
centroids of the respective patches. This leads to an infinite system of first order ODEs in the
centroids, measured with respect to a fixed frame, and thelocal geometric moments of all orders
The local geometric moment of orderm1n (m,n50,1,2,. . . ) for apatch is defined as

J(m,n)[E
A
jmhndA,

wherej andh are local coordinates in a moving frame~attached to each patch! whose origin is at
the centroid of the patch, as shown in Fig. 1. On the basis of criterion 1, a small paramet
then be introduced:e[maximum patch diameter/minimum intercentroid distance. Defining
initial minimum intercentroid distance as a characteristic unit length it can then be seen th

J(m,n)5O~em1n12!.

The higher order moments are thus viewed as higher order perturbation terms. The sys
ODEs is hierarchical in nature and one can obtain a closedkth-order truncated model accurate
O(ek12) by omitting moments of order greater thank for any k51,2 , . . . .Note that the zeroth
order geometric momentJ(0,0) is just the area of the patch which, as a consequence of Kelv
circulation theorem, is conserved.

For the first order model all the moments of order greater than one are omitted. The
geometric moments of order one represent the centroid of the patch in local coordinates. Th
4 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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zero by the choice of the local coordinate system. The truncated equations then show t
patch centroids move like a system ofN point vortices, hence patches at this order are appr
mated as point vortices.

The second order model treats each patch as a uniformly rotating Kirchhoff elliptical v
perturbed by the presence of the other patches. The perturbation keeps the patch ellipti
changes its aspect ratio and rotation rate in general. The variableslª aspect ratio anduª tilt of
major axis, are introduced in place of the second order moments. The second order model c
be written as a closed system of ODEs in the four variablesX,Y,l, andu, whereX,Y are the
coordinates of the centroid of the patch. As shown in Ref. 15, the following symplectic struc

(
k51

N

GkdXk`dYk1 (
k51

N
GkAk

8p

lk
221

lk
2 dlk`duk ~3!

makes the system ofN patches a Hamiltonian system with the Hamiltonian function given b

H5 (
k51

N
Gk

2

8p
log F ~11lk!

2

4lk
G1 (

k51

N

(
k, l

N
GkG l

2p
log D̂kl

1 (
k51

N

(
k, l

N
GkG l

16p2D̂kl
2
FAl

~12l l
2!

l l

cos~2~fkl2u l !!1Ak

~12lk
2!

lk

cos~2~fkl2uk!!G , ~4!

where

Xk2Xl5D̂kl cosfkl , Yk2Yl5D̂kl sinfkl , ~5!

D̂kl being the distance between the centroids of patchk andl , andfkl the angle with the referenc
axis made by the line joining these centroids. The Hamiltonian vector field is

dXk

dt
52

1

Gk

]H

]Yk
,

FIG. 1. A schematic representation of well-separated vortex patches in the MZS model. The local geometric mom
each patch are measured with respect to a moving framej—h fixed to the centroid of the patch.Xk ,Yk are the coordinates
of the centroid of thekth patch in a fixedX–Y frame.
4 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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dYk

dt
5

1

Gk

]H

]Xk
,

dlk

dt
5

8p

GkAk

lk
2

12lk
2

]H

]uk
,

duk

dt
52

8p

GkAk

lk
2

12lk
2

]H

]lk
k51, . . . .,N. ~6!

The phase space of the system isP5(R2)N\C3(U)N3(S1)N, where Cª$Xi ,Yi ,i
51, . . . ,NuXj5Xk ,Yj5Yk , j Þk% and UPR is the open interval~1,̀ !. The Hamiltonian is in-
variant under the SE(2) action onP given by

Fg~Xk ,Yk ,lk ,uk!5~Xk cosa2Yk sina1ax ,Xk sina1Yk cosa1ay ,lk ,uk1a!, ~7!

an elementgPSE(2) being identified with (A,a), whereAPSO(2) is identified with the anglea
and a[(ax ,ay)PR2. The action is free and proper. The invariants are the components o
momentum map21 of the action,J:P→se(2)* , which is computed as

^J~p!,j&5K S (
k51

N

Gk

Xk
21Yk

2

2
1

GkAk

8p

lk
211

lk
,2 (

k51

N

GkYk ,(
k51

N

GkXkD ,jL , ~8!

wherepPP, jPse(2) is an element of the Lie algebra of SE(2) and se(2)* is the dual of the Lie
algebra. The Lie algebra is identified withR3 and the pairinĝ ,& on the right above is then th
Euclidean inner product onR3. By Noether’s theorem,J is a conserved quantity. Note the ext
term appearing in the first component ofJ compared with the momentum map ofN-point vortex
motion in the unbounded plane.28 As in the point vortex problem the momentum map is equi
riant iff (k51

N Gk50. The one-cocycle for the group action which is a maps:G→L(g,C(P)) from
the group to the linear space of linear maps from the Lie algebra to the space of Casimir fun
on P is defined as21

~s~g!•j!~p!5^J~Fg~p!!,j&2^Adg21* J~p!,j&, pPP, gPG, jPg.

Since Casimirs are real-valued, the one-cocycle can be viewed as a maps:G→g* , for p fixed.
Computation of Adg21* the coadjoint action of SE(2) on se(2)* ~see Appendix! gives the follow-
ing one-cocycle:

~s~g!.j!~p!5K S GH ax
21ay

2

2 J ,2Gay ,GaxD ,jL , ~9!

whereG5(k51
N Gk . The cocycle for the SE(2) action in the planarN point vortex problem has the

same components.
The SE(2) invariance of the Hamiltonian function~4! suggests the possibility of geometr

phases arising as SE(2) drifts. Calculation of the isotropy subgroups of the coadjoint act
SE(2) on se(2)* gives an indication of the type of drifts possible in this model. The coadj
isotropy subgroupsGm , wherem is a value of anAd* -equivariantmomentum map, are define
as21

Gm5$gPGuAdg21* ~m!5m%.

The coadjoint action of SE(2)~see Appendix! is given by

^Ad(A,a)21* ~h,w!,~e,v !&5~h1^AR2p/2w,a&,Aw!. ~10!
4 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Hereê is an element of the Lie algebra of SO(2), thevector space of 232 skew-symmetric~real!
matrices which is identified withR via the isomorphism,

ê5eS 0 21

1 0 D , ePR, ~11!

v is an element of the Lie algebra ofR2 which is R2 itself, and (h,w)Pse(2)* . For (h,w)
5m, a value of the momentum map, we get (A,a)PGm iff

~h1^AR2p/2w,a&,Aw!5~h,w!.

This implies that

Gm5$~A,a!PSE~2!uA5I ,^R2p/2w,a&50%.R, wÞ0,

5SE~2!, w50.

The condition ^R2p/2w,a&50 picks out those elements aPR2 parallel to
w5(2(k51

N GkYk ,(k51
N GkXk).

When the momentum map isnot Ad* -equivariant, as in the model of two corotating patche
the coadjoint action is adjusted by the cocycle to define a new action ofG on g* with respect to
which the momentum map is equivariant,21

g•m5Adg21* ~m!1s~g!, gPG, mPg* .

The isotropy subgroups with respect to this action are then defined as

G̃m5$gPGug•m5m%.

Hence (A,a)PG̃m iff

~h1^AR2p/2w,a&,Aw!1S G
iai2

2
,GRp/2aD5~h,w!.

This gives two conditions that the isotropy elements have to satisfy,

h1^AR2p/2w,a&1G
iai2

2
5h,

Aw1GRp/2a5w.

The second equation solved fora gives a5(R2p/2(I 2A)w)/G, where I is the 232 identity
matrix. This expression fora identically solves the first equation since

G^AR2p/2w,a&1G2
iai2

2
5G^AR2p/2w,~R2p/2~ I 2A!w!/G&1G2

iai2

2
,

5^R2p/2ARp/2w,~ I 2A!w&1 1
2 i~ I 2A!wi2,

5^Aw,~ I 2A!w&1 1
2 ~2iwi222^w,Aw&!,

5^Aw,w&2^Aw,Aw&1iwi22^w,Aw&,

50.

Hence,
4 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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G̃m5$~A,a~A!!PSE~2!uAPSO~2!,a5~R2p/2~ I 2A!w!/G%, wÞ0,

5SO~2!, w50.

By definition the isotropy groupsGm and G̃m act on them-level set of the momentum map
which is an invariant surface for phase space orbits. The actions are free and proper, as
easily checked, and thus the fiber bundlespm :J21(m)→J21(m)/Gm or pm :J21(m)
→J21(m)/G̃m are well-defined. The total phases are elements of these groups. They meas
drifts in phase space orbits for periodic evolutions on the reduced spaces. Note that we
investigate the existence of periodic orbits on the reduced spaces. The above geometric co
tion still remains valid in the absence of periodic orbits and can be used for other purpose
as study of relative equilibria in the model. The above calculations show that in the second
MZS model these drifts can be offour types which are summarized below:

Type I: A rotation or/and a translation of the initial patch configuration if(k51
N Gk50 and

(2(k51
N GkYk ,(k51

N GkXk)50.
Type II: A pure translation of the initial patch configuration if(k51

N Gk50 and
(2(k51

N GkYk ,(k51
N GkXk)Þ0. The direction of translation is always parallel to the center

vorticity vector of the patch centroids.
Type III: A pure rotation of the initial patch configuration if(k51

N GkÞ0 and
(2(k51

N GkYk ,(k51
N GkXk)50.

Type IV: A rotation and a translation of the initial patch configuration if(k51
N GkÞ0 and

(2(k51
N GkYk ,(k51

N GkXk)Þ0, the translation being determined uniquely by the rotation.
To show the existense of and compute geometric phases, one has to find a connection o

bundles. The geometric phase is then computed by horizontally lifting the closed loop o
reduced space, the horizontal lift operator being defined by the connection. We do not atte
do this in this paper. The phase space of this model does not have a canonical identification
cotangent bundleT* Q of a configuration spaceQ. Hence, it is not clear if the method of inducin
a connection on a cotangent bundle from a connection on the shape space bundle,p:Q→Q/G,
commonly used in simple mechanical systems, can be used here. Alternative strategies, su
by the theory of symplectic reduction by stages for semidirect products as outlined by Ma
Misiolek, Perlmutter, and Ratiu,29 or that of abstract mechanical connections described
Blaom,30 seem more promising. The Blaom theory also helps one compute dynamic ph
However it should be noted that both these theories have been formulated forAd* -equivariant
momentum maps. To be applied to the model for two corotating patches, these theories hav
extended to admit momentum maps that arenot Ad* -equivariant. A more thorough investigation
~with Perlmutter and Marsden! of these and other issues is currently under way using the mod
the planarN point vortex problem which shares many features of this model.

III. ADIABATIC PHASES FOR TWO COROTATING PATCHES

The geometric phase can be more easily computed in an adiabatic setting in the secon
MZS model for two corotating patches as shown in Fig. 2. The adiabatic setting can be phy
described as follows. Each patch is a phase object while the background field is provided
other patch. The relevant phase is the orientation of the patch as measured by the inclinatio
major axis of the ellipse with respect to the horizontal axis. As in the point vortex problem
small parametere in the MZS model defines a ratio of two time periods or frequencies in
following way. As e goes to zero the size of the patches goes to zero with respect to the
centroid distance. The rotation and deformation of each patch would then be more influen
its own velocity field than by the background field. We would thus expect the patch motio
approach the uniformly rotating, nondeforming motion of the Kirchhoff ellipse. If we assume
the strength of each patch and its initial aspect ratio is unaltered ase varies, we can then, from~2!,
associate a time periodTs;A with each patch. This means, in particular, that ife is decreased by
decreasing the area of the patches then the patches rotate increasingly fast. Simultaneou
4 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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would expect the centroid motion to approach point vortex motion as discussed in the pre
section. There is also a longer time periodTl;D2, whereD is the typical distance between th
centroids. Assuming for simplicity thatA1 /A25constant for alle, we define the small paramete
explicitly as

e25
A11A2

Di
2 ,

whereDi is the initial intercentroid distance. We then see thate2;Ts /Tl . Therefore small values
of e define an adiabatic process just as in the point vortex problems in which there exist two
scales, one associated with the rotation of the patch and the other with the~relatively! slow
revolution of the centroids. Using scaling arguments as in Ref. 22, one would expect thae
→0, there is anO(1) contribution to the angle change of the patches at the end of the time p
Tl .

The vector field considered is

dD̂

dt
5S G11G2

8p2D̂3 D (
k51

2

Ak

12lk
2

lk

sin~2~f2uk!!,

df

dt
5

G11G2

2pD̂2
2S G11G2

8p2D̂4 D (
k51

2

Ak

12lk
2

lk

cos~2~f2uk!!,

dl1

dt
5l1

G2

pD̂2
sin~2~f2u1!!,

FIG. 2. The motion of two well-separated uniform elliptical vortex patches of the same sign in the MZS mode
patches have areasA1 , A2 and like- signed strengthsG1 , G2 . The motion of the centroids of the patches~small, filled
circles! is, to leading order, the same as that of two point vortices of strengthsG1 , G2 . This motion, shown by the
concentric dashed circles, is about the center of vorticity of the point vortices markedO.
4 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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du1

dt
5

v1l1

~11l1!2
1S 11l1

2

12l1
2D G2

2pD̂2
cos~2~f2u1!!,

dl2

dt
5l2

G1

pD̂2
sin~2~f2u2!!,

du2

dt
5

v2l2

~11l2!2
1S 11l1

2

12l1
2D G1

2pD̂2
cos~2~f2u2!!.

By inspection it can be verified that this is a Hamiltonian vector field with respect to the
plectic structure,

VT5S 1

G1
1

1

G2
D 21

D̂dD̂`df1 (
k51

2
GkAk

8p

~lk
221!

lk
2 dlk`duk , ~12!

and Hamiltonian function,

h5 (
k51

2
Gk

2

8p
logF ~11lk!

2

4lk
G1

G1G2

2p
log D̂1

G1G2

16p2D̂2
(
k51

2

Ak

~12lk
2!

lk

cos~2~f2uk!!. ~13!

We conjecture that this is the symplectic structure residing on the reduced manifoldJT
21(w)/G̃w ,

whereJT denotes the momentum map for the action ofR2 the translation subgroup of SE(2), and
w belongs to the respective Lie algebra dual. Computation of the isotropy subgroupG̃w in this
nonequivariant case shows that it is trivial, i.e., it consists of only the zero element. Hence,
the Marsden–Weinstein theory,JT

21(w) is symplectic with a symplectic form defined byVT

5 i w* V, wherei w :JT
21(w)→P is the inclusion map andV is given by~3!.

We make the following additional remarks about this system of equations:

~1! The equations clearly show that for largeD̂ or smallA1 ,A2 the centroids move like two poin
vortices of strengthsG1 andG2 respectively;

~2! The lk ,uk variables represent the patch deformation and rotation, respectively. Their
tions are the same as Eqs.~3.19! and ~3.20! in Ref. 15. They show that for largeD̂ or small
A1 ,A2 ~equivalently largev1 ,v2! the patches rotate like Kirchhoff ellipses.

~3! Thelk ,uk equations for a patch are not explicitly dependent on thelk ,uk of the other patch.
The mutual interdependency comes only through theD̂ andf variables. However, there is
direct dependency on the strength of the other patch;

~4! As pointed out in Ref. 15 theu1 ,u2 equations are not defined forlk51, i.e., circular patches

We now proceed to nondimensionalize these equations and calculate the geometric p
the angle variablesu1 andu2 at the end of one long time periodTl of the centroid motion. The
phase appears as an additionalO(1) term in the leading order change in these variables.
method of computation is the standard two time scale asymptotic procedure described in R
and 25. The details of the calculations are not given in this paper but may be found in Re
only the final results are stated. The geometric interpretation is made in the next subsectio

Introduce the nondimensional variables,

D5
D̂

Di
, t5V t̂ ,
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whereV5(G11G2)/(A11A2). V is the mean strength over the mean area of the patches
represents the time scale of the ‘‘unperturbed’’ frequency of the patches. This gives the foll
equations in the nondimensional variables:

dD

dt
5S e4

8p2D3D (
k51

2

skf ~lk!sin~2~f2uk!!,

df

dt
5S e2

2pD2D2S e4

8p2D4D (
k51

2

skf ~lk!cos~2~f2uk!!,

dl1

dt
5e2l1

a2

pD2 sin~2~f2u1!!,

du1

dt
5

a1g~l1!

Ā1

1e2
a2h~l1!

2pD2
cos~2~f2u1!!,

dl2

dt
5e2l2

a1

pD2 sin~2~f2u2!!,

du2

dt
5

a2g~l2!

Ā2

1e2
a1h~l2!

2pD2
cos~2~f2u2!!,

where sk5Ak /(A11A2), ak5Gk /(G11G2), f (l)5(12l2)/l, g(l)5l/(11l)2, and h(l)
5(11l2)/(12l2). The initial conditions for this system are

D~0!51, f~0!,u1~0!, u2~0!, l1~0!, l2~0!.

Choosingt5e2t as the slow time scale and performing the multiscale calculation gives
following asymptotic results. The solutions to leading order are

D511O~e!,

f5
t

2p
1f~0!1O~e!,

lk5lk~0!1O~e!,

uk5
ak

sk
g~lk~0!!t2

ak8
2p

12lk~0!

11lk~0!
cos~2~f~0!2uk~0!!!•t1uk~0!1O~e!,

wherek852 if k51 and vice versa. The change in the patch orientation anglesDuk (k51,2) at
the end of the long time period,T54p2 ~to leading order!, are given by

Duk5
ak

sk
g~lk~0!!

4p2

e2 2ak8

12lk~0!

11lk~0!
2p cos~2~f~0!2uk~0!!!1O~e2!.

Thus,
Proposition: The adiabatic geometric phase for a system of two elliptical corotating vo

patches evolving according to the equations of the second-order truncated MZS model is gi
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where theGs andls refer to the strengths and the aspect ratios of the patches, respective.
To compare with an analogous point-vortex problem, we present the results of similar

computations of the four-vortex configuration shown in Fig. 3. There are now, in the termino
of Ref. 22,two phase object-parent vortex pairs with each pair playing the role of farfield vor
for the other pair. When these two pairs are well separated we expect their slow mot
approach that of two vortices of strengthsG11G2 andG31G4 , respectively. We therefore hav
an asymptotically defined closed orbit as in the three-vortex problem and we try to see if eac
experiences an adiabatic geometric phase at the end of one period of this two-vortex motio
geometric phase obtained inu andn is

For G450, ug gives the geometric phase for the three-vortex problem derived in Ref. 22 anng

gives the geometric phase for a passive particle in the vicinity ofG3 in the three-vortex problem
Comparing with the results of the patch problem, we find that the geometric phase for e

the two vortex patches is the geometric phase of a corresponding pair of point vortices
four-vortex configuration, where the sum of the strengths of the two vortices in a pair is the
strength,times the factor (12lk(0))/(11lk(0)) (k51,2). This factor can be viewed as th
contribution to the geometric phase of the internal structure associated with each patch.

We point out here that the results for both the patch and the point vortex problem c
depend upon the initial conditions, unlike the adiabatic phases in the works of Hanna
Berry.16,17 In particular, to make direct contact with this work, one would average the in
orientationsf(0)2u i(0) over the full circle and obtain zero for these averaged phases. In
context of point vortex models, we have shown23 that these phases, despite averaging to zero,

FIG. 3. Four point vortices~filled circles! of positive strengths in an unbounded plane. The geometric phase is calcu
for the variablesu andv. The 3s mark the centers of vorticity of each pair, respectively.
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important when computing quantities in the flow, such as interface stretching rates. We exp
same to be true when one replaces point vortices with vortex patches.

IV. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION

As shown by Simon18 and Marsden, Montgomery, and Ratiu,19 the process of averaging i
parameter-dependent Hamiltonian defines a connection on the trivial principal fiber bundlep:M
3P→P, whereP is the parameter space andM , for ann-dimensional integrable Hamiltonian, i
the level set of then independent integrals of the system with the parameters frozen. FoM
compact and connected this set is diffeomorphic to then-torus. Viewing the patch system as
‘‘parameter’’-dependent Hamiltonian system with the patch centroids as the ‘‘parameters
choice of the following fiber bundle for defining an adiabatic connection seems natural. D
E5p:T23S1→S1, whereT25S13S1 is the 2-torus.T2 is identified withM . As the adiabatic
limit is approached the patch centroids are frozen, relative to the patch motion, and each
behaves locally in time like a Kirchhoff ellipse. For a Kirchhoff patch,M5S1 the level set of the
momentum map~8!. For two patches we then defineM as the product of the level set for eac
patch, i.e.,M5T2. The patch centroids evolve locally in time like point vortices of the sa
strength, and therefore the ‘‘parameter’’ space for two patches is chosen as the level set
momentum map@of the SE(2) action# in the two point vortex problem. All these level sets a
diffeomorphic toS1 ~for like-signed vortices!, and this is our choice for our base space inE.

The next step is to show that the leading order motion of the patches defines a connec
this trivial principal fiber bundle. The leading order motion of each patch was obtained in Se
as ~dropping the subscriptk!

l (0)5constant,

u (0)5uF~ t !1uS~t!. ~14!

An examination of this relation reveals a connection. IndeeduS(t) defines alocal connection
1-form, i.e., a Lie-algebra valued differential 1-form on the base spaceS1 of the bundleE in the
following manner. The nondimensional slow time varaiablet can be viewed as a coordinate fo
the one-dimensional base spaceS1, since all the circular vortex orbits of the two-~point!vortex
motion ~diffeomorphic toS1! depend on the slow time alone. A change of coordinates fromt to
f can be affected through the relationf5t/2p. Definev5df/dt as the common nondimen
sionalized angular velocity of two-~point!vortex motion. The termuS(t) being linear int one can
rewrite it as

uS~t!5E
0

t duS

dt
dt5

vS

v
f,

wherevS can be viewed, nominally, as the angular velocity of the slow drift that cumulati
gives the geometric phase. This defines the following equation between differentials:

duS5
vS

v
df[vdf, vPR. ~15!

The right-hand side of the above equation defines a 1-form on the base manifoldS1 ~with coor-
dinatef!. Indeed, since there are two patches we get the followingR2-valued 1-form onS1:

g* 5~v1df;v2df!, v1 ,v2PR ~16!

~where we have reintroduced the subscripts!. In ~15! and~16! the tangent space at each point ofS1

is identified with the tangent line ([R), embedded inR2, at that point. The 1-formdf at the
point f is then just the canonical representation of a 1-form onR2. Now consider the action ofT2

on E by left translations, (a1 ,a2 ,f)→(u11a1 ,u21a2 ,f). This induces an isomorphism of th
4 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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tangent spaces ofT2 which, by viewing the tangent spaces as two lines each embedded in a
of R2, is a rotation of tangent vectors byu1 andu2 , respectively. The image vectors in~16! can
then be identified with Lie algebra elements and this allows the definition of a Lie-algebra v
local connection 1-form on the base spaceS1,

g5~R2u1
v1df,R2u2

v2df!,

whereRu1
denotes the 232 matrix which rotates vectors inR2 by u1 . The prescription for finding

a connection form on the bundleE is then straightforward. One simply ‘‘adds’’ the trivial con
nection 1-form to the local connection 1-form. Thus, we have:

Theorem: The adiabatic geometric phase in the second order MZS model of corotating v
patches can be viewed as the holonomy of a flat connection on the trivial principal bundlep:E
5T23S1→S1. The base space S1 is diffeomorphic to the momentum level set of the two-po
vortex motion of the patch centroids and the fiber at each point is the product of the mom
level set of each patch. The Lie algebra valued connection form is given by

where(u1 ,u2 ,f) are coordinates on E andvk is the ratio of the constant slow phase ‘‘angula
velocity,’’ d(uS)k /dt, induced on patch k by the other patch, and the angular velocity, v(f), of
the point vortex in the closed orbit.

Proof: Both properties of a connection form are trivially satisfied. TheT2 action onE is given
by fiber-invariant translationsFg(a1 ,a2 ,f)5(u11a1 ,u21a2 ,f), whereg[(u1 ,u2)PT2. The
infinitesimal generator of the action is the vector fieldjE(u1 ,u2 ,f)5(Ru1

z,Ru2
b,0), where

(z,j)[jPg ~the Lie algebra ofT2!. Hence,A(jE)5j.
Next, the adjoint action is the identity sinceT2 is Abelian. The derivative of the group actio

is given bydFg(p)(w1 ,w2,0)5(Ru1
w1 ,Ru2

w2,0), at p[(a1 ,a2 ,f) and where (w1 ,w2,0) is a
vector tangent to the fiber atp. Thus, A•dFg(p)5(R2u12a1

•Ru1
w1 ,R2u22a2

•Ru2
w2)

5(R2a1
w1 ,R2a2

w2)5Adg•A(p);gPT2 d

The existense of a connection implies a direct sum decompositionTpE5Hp% Vp . Any vector
(hu1

,hu2
,hf)PTpE can be written uniquely as

~hu1
,hu2

hf!5~hu1
2v1hf ,hu2

2v2hf ,0!1~v1hf ,v2hf ,hf!, ~17!

where (hu1
2v1hf ,hu2

2v2hf,0)[Vp is thevertical part and (v1hf ,v2hf ,hf)PHp is thehori-

zontalpart.Hp @the span of all vectors (v1hf ,v2hf ,hf)# is a one-dimensional subspace ofTpE
at eachp. It is the range of thehorizontal lift operator defined by horp(dp(v1hf ,v2hf ,hf))
5(v1hf ,v2hf ,hf).

The total phase change in the patch can therefore now be interpreted in terms of the c
tion. The constant-frequency constant-separation motion of each unperturbed Kirchhoff pa
represented by an orbit onE with coordinates ((uF(t))1 ,(uF(t))2 ,f5constant!. The leading
order perturbation term due to the other patch, isuS , causing these circular orbit onE to drift and
thus wind around the 3-torus. The orbit is now defined by the coordinates

$~uF~ t !!11~uS~ t !!1 ,~uF~ t !!21~uS~ t !!2 ,f~ t !%. ~18!

The tangent vector to this orbit at eachePE can be written according to~17! as
4 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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S du1

dt
,
du2

dt
,
df

dt D[S du1

dt
2v1

df

dt
,
du2

dt
2v2

df

dt
,0D1S v1

df

dt
,v2

df

dt
,
df

dt D .

Using ~15! and ~18!, we can rewrite this as

S du1

dt
,
du2

dt
,
df

dt D[S du1

dt
2

d~uS!1

dt
,
du2

dt
2

d~uS!2

dt
,0D1S d~uS!1

dt
,
d~uS!2

dt
,
df

dt D ,

[S d~uF!1

dt
,
d~uF!2

dt
,0D1S d~uS!1

dt
,
d~uS!2

dt
,
df

dt D .

This clearly shows that the vertical part of the tangent vector is the rate of evolution a
unperturbed frequency leading to the dynamic phase and the vertical drift due to the hori
part gives the geometric phase at the end of one circuit around the base circle.

The geometric interpretation of the phase in the four point vortex problem is similarly m
The fibers of the principal bundlep:T23S1→S1 are identified with the product of the momentu
level set of each vortex pair and the base is diffeomorphic to the momentum level set of th
vortex motion of the pair centroids in the adiabatic limit. The connection on this bundle is
constructed exactly as before.
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APPENDIX

To compute the coadjoint action of SE(2), recall some basic facts about the SE(2) grou
Group composition of elements is given by

~A,a!•~B,b!5~AB,Ab1a!,

with the identitiy element (I ,0). The inverse of an element (A,a) is (A21,2A21a). Inner auto-
morphisms are thus given by

I (A,a)~B,b!ª~A,a!•~B,b!•~A,a!215~B,2Ba1Ab1a!.

The derivative of the inner automorhphism corresponding to (A,a) gives the adjoint action of
(A,a) on g,

Ad(A,a)~ ê,v !5
d

dtut50
I (A,a)~B~ t !,b~ t !!5~ ê,2 êa1Av !,

where (B(t),b(t)) is a smooth curve in SE(2) withB(0)5I , Ḃ(0)5 ê, b(0)50, ḃ(0)5v. Here
ê is an element of the Lie algebra of SO(2), the vector space of 232 skew-symmetric~real!
matrices which is identified withR via the isomorphism,

ê5eS 0 21

1 0 D , ePR, ~A1!
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andv is an element of the Lie algebra ofR2 which is R2 itself. As vector spaces we make th
usual identification se(2)[R3R2[R3. The coadjoint action of (A,a) on se(2)* is then com-
puted relative to the Euclidean inner product^,& on R3. It is a standard calculation and we reca
the final result,

^Ad(A,a)21* ~h,w!,~e,v !&5~h1^AR2p/2w,a&,Aw!. ~A2!

HereRp/2 denotes the matrix in~A1!, andR2p/2 its inverse.
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